Abstract. Modularity maximization is an effective technique for identifying communities in networks that exhibit a natural division into tightly connected groups of vertices. However, not all networks possess a strong enough community structure to justify the use of modularity maximization. We introduce the concept of base clusters-that is group of vertices that form the kernel of each community and are always assigned together independent of the community detection algorithm used or the permutation of the vertices. If the number of vertices in the base clusters is high then the network is likely to have distinct communities and is suitable for the modularity maximization approach. We develop an algorithm for obtaining these base clusters and show that identifying base clusters as a preprocessing step can help in improving the modularity values for agglomerative methods.
Introduction
Many complex networks, such as those arising in biology [V] , social sciences [B1] and epidemiology [B3] exhibit community structure, that is, there exists a natural division of groups of vertices that are tightly connected within themselves and sparsely connected across the groups. Identifying such naturally occurring communities is an important operation in analyzing complex networks. A popular method for obtaining good communities is by optimizing the modularity of the network. The higher the modularity, generally the better the distribution into communities. Therefore, many community detection algorithms are designed with the objective function of improving the modularity.
There exists several issues in using modularity as a metric for community detection. Finding the maximum modularity is a NP-complete problem [B5] and therefore like other combinatorial optimization problems, the ordering of the vertices in the network can significantly affect the results. Although high modularity values often indicate good divisions into communities, the highest modularity value need not reflect the best community division, as in examples exhibiting the resolution limit [G1] . Similarly a near-optimal modularity does not necessarily mean the division is also near-optimal. However, this metric has been effective in finding communities in networks, where there exists an inherent and strong community structure-the key proposition being that the network can be naturally divided into distinct communities. Most community detection algorithms, that are based on modularity optimization, however, do not contain any mechanism to ascertain whether the network indeed has a modularity structure. This is a "chicken-andegg" problem because in order to discover communities, we first have to make sure that they exist.
In this paper, we propose a solution to this problem by introducing the concept of base clusters in communities. Base clusters consist of sets of vertices that form the kernel of each community in the network, and are groups of vertices that are always assigned to the same community, independent of the modularity maximization algorithm employed or the order in which the vertices are processed.
A naive, but effective method for identifying these base clusters of vertices would be to execute different community detection methods, and different vertex orderings and then comparing the groupings to find vertices that are always assigned to the same cluster. This approach has been implemented in [O] as part of their ensemble learning and recently in [L1] where they are called consensus clusters. However this technique is expensive because it requires executing all the algorithms in the set, and the effect of a bad permutation may persist over several of the methods. We propose an orthogonal method of finding base clusters that is based only on the topology of the network.
In addition to indicating whether a network indeed posseses community structure, base clusters can also be used as a preprocessing step to modularity maximization. First the base clusters are identified and assigned to the same community, because they are guaranteed to be in the same group, and then modularity maximization is applied to the smaller network. Combining base clusters as an initial step helps bias the network to move towards the correct community division and generally also increases modularity. In this paper, we study the effect of preprocessing using base clustering on two agglomerative modularity maximization methods-(i) proposed by Clauset et. al. in [C] (henceforth referred to as the CNM method) and (ii) proposed by Blondel et. al. in [B2] (henceforth referred to as the Louvain method). These two methods are both based on a greedy approach of combining pairs of vertices at each step that lead to the most increase in modularity.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief overview of the network terminology used in this paper, short descriptions and a comparison of the CNM and Louvain methods and discussion on a few other preprocessing algorithms for modularity maximization. In Section 3, we present our main contribution-an algorithm to find base clusters in networks. In Section 4, we present experimental results of using base clusters as a preprocessing step to modularity maximization and discuss the effectiveness of this technique. We conclude in Section 5 with a discussion of future research.
Background
Terminology: A network (or graph) G = (V, E) consists of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. An edge e ∈ E is defined by two vertices {u, v} which are called its endpoints. A vertex u is a neighbor of v if they are share an edge. The degree of a vertex u is the number of its neighbors. A path, of length l, in a graph G is an alternating sequence of v 0 , e 1 , v 1 , e 2 , . . . , e l , v l vertices and edges, such that for j = 1, . . . , l; v j−1 and v j are the endpoints of edge e j , with no edges or internal vertices repeated. The distance of a vertex to another is the length of the shortest path between these vertices.
The clustering coefficient of a vertex indicates whether a vertex is part of a dense module. This value is computed as the ratio of the edges between the neighbors of a vertex to the total possible connections between the neighbors. If a vertex has a large clustering coefficient then all its neighbors are connected, therefore the vertex is part of a clique. Another metric related to the clustering coefficient is the fill-in. The fill-in of a vertex is the number of extra edges required such that the vertex and its neighbors form a clique. The fill-in of a vertex is computed as the total possible connections between the neighbors -the edges between the neighbors.
Clustering algorithms for networks are based on identifying tightly connected groups of vertices. However, mere comparison of edges within and outside groups is not always an appropriate measure for communities. This is because certain areas real-world complex networks, particularly those based on social sciences also exhibit random connections, and the effect of these random subnetworks have to be taken into account. The metric of modularity was proposed by Newman and Girvan [N2] and is based on the idea that there are no strong communities within random networks.
Modularity Maximization: Modularity on undirected graphs is computed as follows; Given a partition of a network into M groups, let C ij represent the fraction of total links starting at a node in group i and ending at a node in group j. Let a i = j C ij correspond to the fraction of links connected to subgroup i. Under random connections, the probability of links that begin at a node in i, is a i , and the probability of links that end at a node in j, a j . Thus, the expected number of within-community links, between nodes with group i, is a 2 i . The actual fraction of links within each group is C ii . So, a comparison of the actual and expected values, summed over all groups of the partition gives us the modularity, which is the deviation of the partition from random connections: Q = (C ii − a 2 i ). Maximizing modularity is a popular method for finding good communities in networks. However finding the optimal modularity is an NP-hard problem [B5] . There exist many heuristics for maximizing modularity including spectral partitioning, divisive and agglomerative methods [P] . We now discuss the two agglomerative modularity maximization algorithms used in this paper;
The CNM method is a greedy agglomerative algorithm developed by Clauset et. al. [C] . This method initially considers every vertex in the network as an individual community. At each iteration, the pair of communities with the highest increase in modularity are merged. The process is repeated until there exists no combination of vertices that increase modularity. The runtime of the CNM method is improved by using heaps to store the edges and their associated increase in modularity.
The Louvain method, developed by Blondel et. al. [B2] , also uses a greedy approach and initially assigns each vertex to an individual community. However, instead of a search over all edges, the Louvain method executes a local search over the edges of each vertex. Each vertex is combined with the neighbor that most increases its modularity, although in subsequent steps of the iteration, the neighbor itself can be detached from its original community to join a new one. Thus in one pass through the network the algorithm can identify multiple local communities and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/publications/ebooks/terms reduce the number of iterations. Additionally, by allowing vertices to be removed from earlier communities, the Louvain method provides a mechanism for correcting initial bad choices. This process of reassigning communities is repeated over several iterations (called the inner iteration), until modularity is increased. Once this first-phase allocation of communities is determined, the Louvain method joins the vertices within a community into supervertices (in the outer iteration). The inner iteration is then repeated over these supervertices. The steps of the inner and outer iterations are executed repeatedly until the number of communities is suitably small and the modularity cannot be increased any further.
The CNM method is generally the slower of the two, because it finds the maximum over all edges per iteration as opposed to the Louvain method which executes a combination for each vertex if possible. However, if the increase in modularity is equal over most of the edges in the network, the inner iterations in the Louvain method can spend many steps needlessly moving from one community to another. An advantage of the Louvain method over the CNM method is the opportunity to backtrack from a community if necessary, so long as it is within the same inner iteration. Despite these apparent differences, both the CNM and Louvain method are based on the same principle-a greedy combination of communities to maximize modularity. We posit that the difference is in the implementation of the methods. For example if the number of loops per inner iteration is set to 1, then the Louvain method would be exactly like the CNM method-combining pairs of community and not backtracking. Because of their similarity, we use two methods to compare the effectiveness of base clustering.
Comparsion Between Two Community Partitions Although modularity maximization is the designated objective function of the algorithms, comparing the values may not always give a clear picture about the community structure. This is because in certain networks two different partition schemes can give identical modularity values. One method of comparing across two partitions (obtained from different algorithms) is by using the Rand Index [R1] . Given two different partitions of a network, the Rand Index is computed as follows; Let a be the pair of vertices that are present in the same community over both the partitions, let b be the pair of nodes that were in different communities for both the partitions, then the Rand Index is computed as the ratio of the sum of a and b over all possible pairs of vertices. A high Rand Index (maximum value 1) indicates that the two partitions are equal and a low Rand Index indicates that they are very dissimilar.
Preprocessing For Modularity Maximization: Since the value of modularity is affected by implementation factors such as the vertex orderings, there exist several preprocessing techniques to improve the results, including simple but effective methods such as pruning the outlying (generally degree 1) vertices. The methods most similar to the base clustering approach include a seeded community method by Reidy et. al. [R2] , an iterated random walk strategy by Liu et. al. [L2] and an ensemble learning based approach by Ovelgonne et. al. [O] . In the seeded community method, an initial set of seed vertices are given as input and the communities are grown outwardly from these seeds. The random walk method is based on the observation that given a network with community structure, a random walk generally remains within a community. In the preprocessing step several random walks are performed to obtain a better estimate of the vertices in the same community. The ensemble learning based approach executes a base algorithm several times to get a consensus of the smaller clusters. Once these clusters are obtained, then the base algorithm is executed over the entire graph. Note that all these three preprocessing steps are variations of finding a kernel community, like our proposed method of base clusters. Our method differs in that we try to estimate to base clusters based only on the topology of the network and instead of presupposing the existence of a communities, we use base clusters to estimate wether a network indeed has good community structure. Our clusters should ideally be invariant for a given network because they are not based on random selections such as the seeded method and the random walk nor on the effect of an underlying algorithm as in the case of the ensemble learning method. However, this is not always possible practically, and the benefits and issues of the base clustering method are discussed in Section 3.
Other works, not on preprocessing, but dealing with core communities include a study statistically significant communities by perturbing the connectivity of the network and then comparing change in community structures by Karrer et. al. [K1] and a recent work by Fortunato et. al. [L1] that looks at the consensus communities over different community detection algorithms on synthetically generated networks of varying degrees of community structure.
Finding Base Clusters in Complex Networks
Given a network, our objective is to estimate whether the network indeed posseses distinct communities. It has been observed that the permutation of the vertex order can change the partition to communities, and if the network does not have a strong community structure these partitions can significantly vary. We conducted a preliminary experiment for finding consensus communities-that is groups of vertices that are always grouped together over different permutations. As shown in Figure 1 , the number of consensus communities, by using the CNM method, keep on increasing with the number of permutations of the vertices for the networks, Jazz (network of jazz musicians) [G2] and Power (network of a power grid) [W] . However, in spite of the relatively large number of different consensus groups, the bulk of the nodes (172 out of total of 198)of Jazz are concentrated in three large communities and the rest communities are composed of 2-3 vertices each. This result highlights that Jazz has a strong community structure and also that a small percentage of its nodes are not strictly attached to any of the major communities. In contrast only 72 of the 4941 nodes of the Power graph are in the three largest communities and the rest are scattered in groups of 3-4 over the rest of the smaller communities. Clearly the community structure of Power is not as strong as that of Jazz. However, both these networks are common benchmarks for evaluating modularity maximization algorithms.
We consider communities to have a kernel, that grows outwards to form the community. The vertices at the edge of the community are most likely to be the ones that migrate over different permutations, and the inner vertices form the consensus communities. We will focus on finding these kernels, which we call base clusters to distinguish that they do not represent the entire consensus community. We conjecture that the base clusters are the most tightly connected groups of vertices in the network which facilitates larger communities to be built around them.
A naive method for identifying these base clusters might be to search for densely connected set of vertices, preferably large cliques. However as shown in Figure 2a , members of cliques may not always fall in the same community. In the example vertices (2,3,4,5) form a clique. But a partition of the six vertices as ({1}, {2,3,4,5}, {6}) gives a negative modularity of -.06 This is because the even though the vertices in the clique are tightly connected amongst themselves, each subgroup (2,3) and (4,5) also have a strong connection to an external community. For example (2, 3) has two edges to the external vertex (1) and also two edges to the internal vertex (4). Thus after (2,3) is combined it is equally likely that it can combine with (1) or with (4) or with (5).
Ideally, each subgroup within a base community should have more internal connections than external ones, to resist the pull from vertices outside the group. But it is expensive to find groups of vertices that satisfy this condition. We therefore temporize and look for clusters where the number of internal connections is considerable greater than the external connections. In the results presented in this paper we set the parameters such that the number of external connections is less than half the number of internal connections. However unless the network has extremely well-defined communities, even this condition is not always prevalent.
To accommodate base clusters with more external edges, we note that having more external edges is not necessarily bad so long as the external connections are to different communities. This way the "pull" from other communities is reduced, even though there are more outside connections. Figure 2b gives an example where the network is partitioned such that despite having more external edges, the "pull" is dissipated amongst different communities. The problem however, is that we have not yet grouped the vertices into communities. Therefore, we do not know which of edges point to the same community.
We use the community diameter to estimate the kernels. We define a community to have diameter d, if the shortest path between two vertices in that community is d. We assume that consensus communities have diameters of at least 2. Then, if a base cluster is composed of a core vertex and its distance-1 neighbors, the neighbors of neighbors, i.e. vertices at distance 2 from the core vertex are first ones that can be on the edge of the community. We identify base clusters such that these distance-2 vertices exert less pull on the distance-1 neighbors as follows;
We compute the fill-in of the vertices in the network and identify ones with low fill-in (generally 0-2). We form a temporary base community C composed of the vertex v and its neighbors. If the number of internal connections of each vertex in C is more than twice the number of external (to the core) connections then C is designated as a base community.
Otherwise, we consider set N of the distance-2 neighbors of v, that are not elements of C. The edges in N can be classified as follows; (i) one endpoint connected to a vertex in community C (type X); (ii) both endpoints connected to vertices in community N (type Y) and (iii) one end point connected to a vertex that is niether in C nor N (type Z). A vertex in C is considered to be suitable for the base cluster, if that vertex; (a) has fewer edges of type X than of type Y and (b)has fewer edges of type X and Y together than of type Z. Condition (a) ensures that the distance-2 neighbors do not have significantly more connections to the vertices in the base cluster to pull them out and condition (b) ensures that the set of external vertices has a larger "pull" from external communities other than C and therefore it is likely that they will not exert as much "pull" on the vertices within C.
It is possible that a vertex can be designated to be in multiple base clusters. If a vertex has multiple affiliations to several communities, we remove them. A side effect of removing these vertices is that the size of the base clusters now depends on the vertex ordering and the base clusters also become smaller. However this procedure reduces the ambiguity of the clusters, so we apply it for the current version of the algorithm. The pseudocode of our heuristic is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Identifying Base Clusters in Networks.
Input: A graph G = (V, E). Output: Set of base clusters C 1 , C 2 , . . . C n . Create set N of n where, n is a distance-2 neighbor of v Mark u as a vertex in base cluster
Our algorithm focuses on finding the innermost kernel of the consensus communities, and as such the size of the base clusters is likely to be considerably smaller than the ones found by the other preprocessing methods discussed in Section 2. However, recall that the primary objective of our algorithm is to check whether community structure at all exists in the network. In this respect, we are more successful than the other methods because our algorithm will not return any base community if there is no community in the network of diameter larger than two. For example, our method returns zero base clusters for the Delaunay meshes, which ideally do not have community structure. Our method also returns zero base clusters for the Football graph (network of American college football) [G1] . This is interesting because Football is known to have distinct communities. However, the diameters of the communities are in most cases at most two and the lowest fill-in of the vertices is more than 10. Due to the absence of tight kernels our algorithm cannot find any base clusters. The ratio of the number of vertices in base clusters to the total vertices provides an estimate of the strength of the communities in the network.
Modularity Maximization Using Base Clusters
Base clusters can also be used as a preprocessing step to improve the results of modularity maximization. The vertices with the same base cluster id are assigned to the same community and then a modularity maximization algorithm is applied to the transformed network. In this section we demonstrate the results of using this preprocessing technique combined with the CNM and Louvain methods.
Test Suites. Our test-suite consists of eight unweighted and undirected networks obtained from the clustering instances in the DIMACs website [D1] . These are;(i) Karate (network of member in a Zachary's karate club [Z] (V=34, E=78), (ii) Jazz (network of jazz musicians) [G2] (V=198, E=2742), (iii) PolBooks (network of books about USA politics) [K2] (V=105, E=441) ), (iv) Celegans (metabolic network of C. elegans) [D2] (V=453, E=2025), (v) (social network of dolphins) [L3] (V=62, E=159), (vi) Email (the network of e-mail interchanges between members of the Univeristy Rovira i Virgili) [G3] (V=1133, E=5451), (vii) Power(topology of power grid in the western states of USA) [W] (V=4941, E=6594) and (vii) PGP (component of the network of users of the Pretty-Good-Privacy algorithm) [B4] (V=10680,  E=24316) .
Algorithm Implementation. Although our underlying modularity maximization methods CNM and Louvain are extensively used in the network community, the available codes do not include provisions for preprocessing. We also could not find any easy to modify open source code that implements both the methods. Therefore to include the preprocessing step and to ensure a fair comparison we implemented the methods (in STL C++) along with the additional preprocessing for finding base clusters. The primary purpose of the code was to understand how using base clusters affect modularity maximization. Therefore although the results match the original versions, performance issues, such as execution time, are not optimized in our implementation. We anticipate in future to develop a faster version of the algorithm. Here we highlight some of the special characteristics of our implementation.
Unlike, most other implementations which uses adjacency lists, we use a compressed sparse row (CSR) structure to store the network. CSR is a standard format for storing sparse matrices. We used this storage because in future versions we plan to use matrix operations on the network. Additionally, even though the networks are undirected we store both directions of the edges (i.e. {v,w} as well as {w,v}). This is done to accommodate the code for directed networks when required. These features make the implementation slower than other versions of the algorithm. However, we are building towards a general software, not just an algorithm for base clusters. In these set of experiments time was used only to compare the different methods against each other in the same environment.
In the CNM code we implemented a heap, as is popularly used, to find the highest change in modularity. However, as the iterations progressed the heap continued to collect obsolete values associated with edges whose endpoints have merged to the same or different communities. The solution was either to recreate the heap after each iteration or to verify that the highest value in the heap with the value stored in the network, and continue until a valid value was obtained. Both these options are computationally expensive. We implemented a compromise where the heap is recreated only if a certain number of misses (top of the heap not being a valid value) is encountered. We set this value to 2.
In the Louvain implementation provided by the authors, there is a function for generating a random permutation of the vertices. The random permutation is not an essential part of the algorithm itself as it is described in [B2] , but rather, we think, is included to ameliorate the effect of vertex perturbations. However, in our experiments we specifically want to see the effect of vertex permutations and compare its effects across the CNM and Louvain methods and their variations using base clusters. Therefore we did not include the random permutation within the Louvain implementation. The Louvain method also recreates a compressed network at the end of each outer loop. This process reduces the performance time significantly as the subsequent operations are executed on a much smaller network. In our code, we keep use the final community allocation of the vertices to identify which are compressed into a supernode, but retain the original network. Consequently, our execution times for the larger networks are substantially slower than compared to the code provided by the authors.
Empirical Results We applied 60 permutations to each of the networks in the test suite. The permutation orders were created using a random number generator. The Power Grid. CNM methods generally produce a lower value than Louvain methods. However, for networks with stronger community structure in certain permutations can produce equivalent modularity to the Louvain method.
For each permutation we applied the CNM and the Louvain method as well as the methods after finding and combining the base clusters. The statistics of the modularity obtained by these four methods is given in Tables 1 and 2 .
We see that in general using base clustering increases the average modularity value as well as the highest one. There are a few exceptions, such as in average for Jazz and maximum for power in CNM and average for Email and Celegans and max for PGP in Louvain. In general, the improvement is higher for CNM, than for the Louvain methods. We believe that this is due to the backtracking feature of the Louvain algorithm. We also compare the standard deviations of the values across the different perturbations. The range of values in Louvain is not as affected by using base clusters as those of CNM. This phenomena once again points to the backtracking feature of the Louvain method, which automatically the process to adjust from any initial position to a good community partition. This leads us to conclude that the base clustering preprocessing would be most effective when the underlying algorithm does not contain self-adjusting steps.
The last column in Table 1 gives the percentage of vertices in the base clusters to the total number of vertices. We see that compared to other networks in the set the percentage is rather low (9%) for the Power network, which indicates poor community structure and also matches with our observations in Figure 1 . The PGP network also has a low percentage (4%) of base cluster vertices, but since the network was large we only sampled 10% of the total vertices for fill-in. If the sample percentage is adjusted, the percentage of base clusters can go upto (40%).
The last column in Table 2 compares the best known modularity value obtained using other preprocessing methods. The ensemble strategy is denoted by (E), the random walk strategy by (R) and for networks where preprocessing was not used we tabulated the best known values listed in [N1] and denoted these as (O for other) . For networks with well defined community structures (karate and jazz) base clustering can come very close to the highest modularity, but not so much for the others. We believe this is because (i) base clusters try to find the kernels of the communities and is therefore independent of modularity and (ii) due to the much smaller size of the base clusters. Figure 3 plots the change in modularity over all the permutations of the Dolphin and the Power networks. In the Dolphin network we can see that using base clusters gives a significant boost to the CNM method. Also observe that although, in general, the Louvain methods can produce higher modularity, there exists certain case where the CNM with base communities method is equivalent to the Louvain method. This points to the importance of obtaining good permutations for a given algorithm and also indicates that the Dolphin network posses community structure. In contrast, the values in the Power network are well separated. As we know, Power network does not have as strong a community structure so perhaps separation of values by two algorithms is an indication of that. We plan to further investigate this phenomena in future. Table 3 compares the difference in community structure across the original and the method with base cluster preprocessing using the Rand Index. Most of the values (with an exception in Email) are quite high (over 77%). However the values are generally higher for the Louvain method, once again reflecting the effect of self adjustment. Table 4 gives the average time (in seconds) to compute the original methods, the original methods with preprocessing and the time for only preprocessing. The codes were compiled with GNU-g++ and the experiments were run on a Xeon dual-core processor with 2.7GHz speed and a 32 GB RAM. We see that in some cases preprocessing helps reduce the overall agglomeration time, however finding the base clusters is generally as expensive as is our current implementation of modularity maximization. But that since the base clusters depend only on the network topology, finding them can be a one time operation. After that we can reuse the clusters for any underlying algorithm. Although, not implemented in this paper, this technique can help make base cluster preprocessing more cost effective.
It would also be instructive to compare how good our base cluster algorithm is in finding kernels of the consensus communities. However to analyze this we would have to compute the consensus communities themselves, such as by comparing the common groups over multiple perturbations. This is possible for small networks, but not for large ones like PGP-because as the number of vertices grows it is important to check out large number of perturbations (as close to n! as possible) to cover as much of the search space as possible. In this paper we have computed the consensus communities for Jazz, Dolphin and Power. Jazz has 86% of its vertices in the three highest consensus communities (our base cluster found 26%) and Dolphin has 74% of its vertices in the three highest consensus communities (our base cluster found 22%). These numbers are encouraging because we are only looking at the kernel -not the entire community and on inspecting the base clusters obtained, that in most cases they indeed belong to the same consensus cluster. However there are some false positives in that if nodes of two clusters are closely attached-they can appear as a base cluster. This happens for some permutations in Jazz and Dolphins, and those are the ones where the modularity is not as high. For example out of 53 of vertices, in Jazz, denoted to be in the base communities 5 were false positives. We found that the Louvain method is less forgiving of the false positives than the CNM method. In order to reduce the chances of false positives, for the Louvain method, we only used cluster sizes ranging from 2-4. In future we plan to further modify the base cluster identification algorithm to reduce these false positives.
The Power network has just 1% of its vertices in the largest three consensus communities, yet by our method we were able to find 9% of the nodes. On inspection we found that this happened because the base cluster method picked up many of the smaller communities, that were built around a vertex with low fill-in. Once again, we need more stringent conditions in our algorithm to avoid picking up very small communities.
Discussion and Future Work
In this paper, we have attempted to answer the question-"how can we know whether a network indeed posses community structure ?". As an initial step in this investigation we proposed finding core kernels of communities, which we call base clusters, and developed an algorithm to identify these clusters. The percentage of vertices in a base cluster can give an estimate of the strength of the community of the network. This conjecture is supported by comparing the vertices in base clusters to the ones in large consensus communities. Additionally our algorithm returns zero base clusters for networks not known to have community structures.
Base clusters can also be used as a preprocessing step to improve the the value of modularity. We used this preprocessing in conjunction with two agglomerative methods, the CNM and the Louvain on 60 permutations per network. The improvement to CNM is higher than the improvement to the Louvain method, perhaps due to its self adjusting feature. We however note that the base clusters are identified orthogonal of any modularity values, and therefore the increase is perhaps due to the cluster representing a core kernel.
Our algorithm for identifying base clusters has room for improvement. First, we are only considering a vertex and its distance-1 neighbors as the base cluster. This kernel can be expanded to include vertices at longer distances to create a stronger base cluster. Additionally, we have observed that our method picks up some false positives if vertices of two nearby consensus communities are tightly connected. We plan to improve the conditions on the base cluster to reduce the false positives. Finally comparing base clusters over all vertices is still very expensive, particularly for large graphs and we are investigating better implementation practices to reduce the time.
